Let U and V be isometries acting on a Hubert space.
If U -V belongs
to the trace class we show that the absolutely con- Proof. Since V -V £ J (X), it is certainly compact; thus it suffices to consider the case of a separable space X. Again, since V -V is compact, a property from index theory [5] says that index( (7) so that Pel(X', X), P_j eS(X',X')and!3_1 e $(X', Y'). Note that P is a projection, whereas P_\ and 2 are shifts followed by projections of rank a; in particular, P e i(X'). We also introduce the injection operator of X into X'by setting Ix = 0 ©'x e X'so f € S(X, X').
With these definitions we shall calculate that [/'_ V' = P_1 + it 17-V)P-0'*e_p 3"(X'); since (7 -V £ J(X) by hypothesis, it follows that 1(V -V)P £ 3"(X').
We may therefore conclude that (7 ' -V ' £ S (X '). The result of RosenblumKato-Kuroda mentioned previously now allows us to assert that V is unitarily equivalent to V . This completes the proof.
Thus, Then 511 is also invariant for V. Hence, DTt is invariant for U and V .
Moreover, the restriction operators on M induced by U and V ace equal. Various authors [7] , [8] have shown that if S is the simple unilateral shift and U is any unitary operator, then there exists a compact operator K such that S + K is unitarily equivalent to S © U. On the other hand the present author and J. Pincus [9] have recently shown that if U is any unitary operator with purely singular spectra, then there exists a trace class operator K such that S + K is unitarily equivalent to S © U.
